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Directors 

� THIS ISSUE OF THE CENTER'S research pub
., lication initiates an expanded format which 
we believe will better serve historians and all 
those who seek greater knowledge of photogra
phy. Henceforth portfolios of contemporary as 
well as historical works will be accompanied, 
when available, by critical articles written by the 
members of the staff of the Center for Creative 
Photography or guest authors. 

In the January, 1957 issue of Image (Vol. 6, 
No. 1), Beaumont Newhall wrote an editorial 
which called for more historians of photogra
phy. Quoting A. Kraszna-Krausz who warned 
against writing that "befogs" rather than "illu
minates," Newhall heartily endorsed Kraszna
Krausz' plea for more "scholarly monographs, 
dispassionate biographies, and thoroughly re
searched local and national histories." Much 
has been accomplished, if by only a few, to ful
fill those scholarly needs during the past two 
decades. However, it is time once again, par
ticularly in light of the mushrooming of edu
cation in photography, to put forth the call for 
new historians. Primary goals of the Center for 
Creative Photography include making its mate
rials available for research and providing ve
hicles for the publication of scholarly writing. 
In order to achieve this we will need the inter
est and participation of established writers/his
torians, educators and their qualified graduate 
students, and a less inhibited involvement by the 
art history establishment. In recognition of the 
historical value of publishing lists and recorded 
data we plan to include in each publication 
bibliographies, acquisitions data, and notes on 
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Statement 

other research programs at the Center such as 
the Oral History Library . 

The content of each issue of the Center's pub
lication is coordinated by a staff member, and 
I would like to acknowledge this issue's con
tribution by William Johnson, Photographic 
Archives Librarian. Also deserving of special 
note and appreciation is Editorial Assistant Min
nette Burges who assists in the preparation of 
every issue. I also wish to mention the fine efforts 
of the Center's registrar, Sandy Schwartz, Pho
tographic Archives Curator, Librarian Terence 
Pitts, and Exhibitions Assistant Marnie Gillett 
who have contributed to this issue. 

Timothy Druckrey, a graduate student in the 
Department of Art at the University of Arizona, 
was the first recipient of the Polaroid student 
fellowship at the Center. As a recipient of this 
fellowship, he began the annotated bibliography 
of the videotapes in the Center's Oral History 
Library and has continued with this project to 
the present. We are pleased to include this list 
of the work accomplished to date and to note 
that his annotated bibliography is being pub
lished as a supplement to this issue. 

Forthcoming issues of the Center's publica
tion will be presenting portfolios of works by 
W. Eugene Smith, Clarence John Laughlin, and 
Margrethe Mather. We look forward to publica
tions of greater intensity with the expressed goal 
of sharing our collections with a wider audience. 

JAMES L. ENYEART 

Director 
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Sonya Noskowiak 

� s o  NY A NOSKOWIAK, born in Leipzig, Ger
� many in 1900, spent her childhood in Chile 
before settling in California with her family in 
1915. Interested in photography at an early age, 
Noskowiak became a receptionist in Johan 
Hagemeyer's photographic studio in Los Ange
les County. Noskowiak met Edward Weston at 
Hagemeyer's studio in 1929 and became Wes
ton's darkroom assistant, developing and print
ing commercial portrait assignments for him. 
During her association with Weston from 1929 
to 1934 Noskowiak developed a personal vision 
and understanding of craftsmanship which fol
lowed the general principles of her distinguished 
teacher. Noskowiak's photographs, which reveal 
her personal style and interests, received praise 
from Weston and he once stated: "Any of these 
I would sign as my own." 

Her photographs portray the prevailing sub
ject matter and techniques which dominated 
West Coast photography during the 1930 s. 
Noskowiak was an organizing member of The 
Group f.64 in 1932 and her work reflected the 
group's philosophy of sharp unmanipulated con
tact prints, an aesthetic based on "straight" pho
tography. Noskowiak participated in the first 
exhibition of The Group f.64 in 1932 at the de 
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Young Museum in San Francisco and displayed 
photographs emphasizing the forms, patterns 
and textures of natural objects - rocks, leaves, 
and sand. 

Following her association with The Group 
f.64 Noskowiak continued to make photographs 
in the West Coast tradition of landscape and 
still life. She also concentrated on portraiture 
and recorded some of the most creative person
alities of the 1930 s and 1940 s, including Jean 
Charlot, John Steinbeck, and Martha Graham. 
Noskowiak began her own studio in about 1935 
and photographed in the San Francisco Bay area 
through the 1940 s; her commercial work ranged 
from portraiture to fashion and architectural 
views. Noskowiak died in Greenbrae, California, 
in 1975. 

The Center for Creative Photography houses 
the Sonya Noskowiak Collection, consisting of 
463 photographs made by Noskowiak during 
her long career, several hundred negatives and 
work prints, correspondence and merrtorabilia. 
The Noskowiak Collection also contains 58 
prints by Edward Weston. 

MARNIE GILLETT 

Exhibitions Assistant 



Noskowiak in the 1930s 

� THE CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY 

'J has approximately fifty photographs in its 
collections by Sonya Noskowiak of the indus
trial or urban landscape. After portraiture, this 
is the topic most frequently photographed by 
Noskowiak. These photographs were made 
from 1930 to the early 1940 s. Noskowiak's ap
proach to the industrial landscape varied over 
the decade of the 1930 s and these photographs 
reflect her changing relationship to the medium 
of photography during that period. They also 
echo, in a more diminished way, the broadly 
shifting ideas at work on the photographers of 
that generation. 

Sonya Noskowiak began her photographic 
career in California in 1929. During the early 
1930 s California was filled with the flare and 
clash of different ideas and ideologies as some 
photographers began to challenge established 
traditions about the nature and purposes of crea
tive photography itself. A growing number of 
younger photographers mounted an increased 
attack on the dominant pictorialist aesthetic. In 
this evolving redefinition of creative photogra
phy arguments about style and subject and ap
proach were fought out in the photographic 
journals, in the photo clubs, between friends, 
within the individual photographers and in the 
photographs themselves. Sonya Noskowiak be
gan as a photographer in this environment. She 
studied with Edward Weston, worked for and 
with him, and developed her approach to crea
tive photography through him, his friends, and 
associates. She shared the enthusiasm and inter
ests of this distinctive community of artists, and 
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was a founding member of The Group f.64 in 
1932. 

Noskowiak's earliest photographs of indus
trial structures reflect her awareness of an avant
garde position in photography - and her desire 
to join it. Pictorialism had placed a fairly rigid 
boundary around the types of subjects that were 
considered aesthetic and therefore worthy of an 
artist's interest. Often these subjects contained 
a narrative element or reflected an associatively 
expressive content that was designed to con
tain the message that the photograph was artis

tic. "Madonnas," "Pierrots" or "Victories" all 
contained historically derived and socially sanc
tioned "artistic" meanings that would be recog
nized by any properly trained observer. Work
ing within the range of known subjects, the 
function of the pictorial artist was to convey his 
particular aesthetic sensibility and taste through 
deft interpretation of the known elements and 
manipulation of the materials of his craft. This 
limited range of acceptable artistic subject mat
ter had been under fire from both without and 
within the pictorialist tradition and its rigid 
boundaries were eroding fast. 

However, the remains of the pictorial aes
thetic still flourished on the West Coast in 1930 
and the industrial landscape was still a contro
versial subject to photograph. For Noskowiak, 
the industrial landscape had the virtues of being 
modern, of being free from outworn associative 
and sentimental meanings, and of being a sub
ject particularly accessible to one of the major 
concerns of her generation. The question of 
abstraction and the problem of accommodating 



abstract form to the apparent verism of the 
camera were major issues confronting the seri
ous photographer of the early 1930 s. Industrial 
buildings, with their clearly defined structure, 
their dramatic and abrupt edges and their dis
tinct volume, seemed a particular! y tractable 
subject for the modern artist of that generation. 

In Noskowiak's earliest photographs archi
tecture is presented for its strong - almost 
shocking- graphic quality. The radical point 
of view, the heavy weight of the black forms 
and shadows against the light ground, the 
supression of specific detail and local informa
tional content, are all designed to throw the 
emphasis of the photograph in the direction of 
abstraction. In her early work, Noskowiak was 
following and sharing the interests of the avant
garde - the "New Objectivity" movement as 
it was articulated by Alexander Rodchenko, 
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, Albert Renger-Patzch, 
and others in Europe as it was incorporated in 
this country into the visual corpus of Paul 
Strand, Charles Sheeler, Ralph Steiner, Harry 
Crosby, Paul Outerbridge, and, of course, 
Edward Weston. 

Noskowiak continued to wrestle with the 
creative problems of marrying a sense of abstrac
tion to the apparent verism of the photographic 
medium and that problem dominated her work 
throughout the remainder of the 1930 s. Her 
strategy for accomplishing this end and the uses 
to which it was put shifted as she responded to 
new issues that emerged throughout the period. 
For the first half of the decade she worked 
closely with Edward Weston and under his in
fluence abandoned the extreme position of the 
European avant-garde for a more measured 
stance that fit easily into his aesthetic of poetic 
naturalism. She moved from the extreme angle 
and artificially high contrast to an eye-level 
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camera position and a cooler middle distance. 
She often composed her photographs so that the 
picture frame fell within the visual boundaries 
of the subject. This disassociated the subject 
from its referencial context and created a visual 
space to compose upon. Often Noskowiak ar
ranged her photographs so that the major struc
tural elements in the composition, which usually 
corresponded to the major structural elements 
in the original man-made constructions (bridges, 
buildings, etc.) were in constant tension with 
the visual surface of the photograph itself. This 
visual tension separated the structural elements 
of the subject ( the bridge struts, doors, beams) 
from their original function, and isolated and 
presented them as objects of interest primarily 
for their formal beauty. The careful placement 
of the highlights and shadows within the com
position also is arranged to emphasize the sepa
ration and isolation of the forms of the structures. 
During the early 1930 s Noskowiak improved 
her printing ability and developed an increased 
understanding of the emotional expressiveness 
of a full-scale tonal range straight print. She 
effectively used the luxurious quality of 'her 
richer prints, with their sense of opulent blacks 
and overall sensualness, to complete the trans
formation of the original subjects (which were 
not in themselves either elegant or luxurious) 
into iconically presented precious objects. Dur
ing this period Noskowiak chose and presented 
industrial or man-made structures for their as
sociatively neutral context, their rich surface 
textures, and their formal possibilities. Thus, 
her photographs of the industrial landscape dur
ing the first half of the decade were, in their 
essential nature, private. 

During the second half of the decade a new 
and powerful idea began to engage the interest 
of many serious photographers. The Depression 



had caused them to reconsider the meaning and 
function of their art and many artists began to 
turn their art to the exposition of specific social 
and political issues of the day. They chose to dis
play, describe, and analyze economic and social 

forces within their society through the medium 
of their art. Issues of primary concern to the 
American photographer in the 1920 s and early 
1930 s (the autonomy of photography as an art 
form, definition of the qualities and aspects of 
the medium, and concern with the artistic prob
lems of abstraction and form) began to shift 
into the background as the artist's energies were 
turned toward the documentary idea. The docu
mentary concept began to evolve, to take on a 
definition and an increasing stature and by the 
late 1930 s it had become a movement. In fact, 
it was briefly the most forceful movement of the 
time, with its own apologists, ideologues, and 
practitioners. 

Some of the central figures in this move
ment had evolved from the same matrix as 
Noskowiak. Willard Van Dyke, who later be
came a leading documentary filmmaker, was 
one of the major forces in The Group f.64. Both 
Peter Stackpole, an early exponent of the social 
uses of the 35mm camera, and Dorthea Lange, 
a major figure in the documentary movement, 
had also belonged to The Group £.64. The power 
of the documentary idea is reflected in the work 
of other members of The Group f.64 as well. 

Ansel Adams investigated the possibilities of the 
35mm camera and later produced his Manza
nar series on the California internment camps. 
Edward Weston felt called upon at one time in 
the late 1930 s to point out that he had always 
made documentary photographs. Noskowiak 
did not have to publicly justify her position ( or 
if she did, the event was lost to us), but her work, 
like Wes ton's, does move - if grudgingly - to 
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accommodate itself to the strength of the new 
idea. 

In her earlier work Noskowiak separated the 
subject from any exterior context by her tight 
framing and then she isolated and separated the 
elements of the subject within the frame through 
composition, lighting, and printing. Thus she 
created a neutral ground for the drama for form 
- a stage for the dance of light and shade, struc
ture and texture, volume and space. During the 
second half of the decade Noskowiak continued 
to pursue her formal interests, but they were 
placed within a different context of display and 
consequently they drew a different mode of 
response from the viewer. 

In her later work Noskowiak placed her 
camera further away from the subject. The vis
ual possibilities of the cityscape seemed to be
come accessible to Noskowiak for the first time 
in the late 1930 s. She delighted in the tense 
balance between the clutter of these busy, com
plicated scenes and her imposed visual order. 
When she photographed single buildings, they 
were shown with a foreground and within a 
surrounding space. They were displayed as com
plete structures - entities surrounded by and 
interacting with their environment. By moving 
back, Noskowiak removed the viewer from 
close, intimate, (private) contact with the sub

ject and placed him in a public (social) relation
ship to the subject being photographed. This 
immediately established a different series of re
lational expectations within the viewer. The 
character, function, and uses of the buildings 
are more readily available to the viewer with 
all of the implications of a social context, a his
tory, and a human dimension. 

The buildings are presented with a direct 
frontality - with such firmness that they imply 
a scene on a proscenium stage. But this is a di£-



ferent stage than that in the earlier work. The 
expectations and drama evolving from these 
images is not located solely in the formal quali
ties of these photographs. It is also found within 
the connotations suggested by the subjects of the 
photographs. A part of the response of the viewer 
is derived from the expectations relative to the 
implied human and social dimensions embed
ded within the later photographs. This placing 
of a different dimension of meaning and an 
additional creative stature on the function of the 
subject within the photograph was one inheri
tance that the documentary movement brought 
to creative photography. 
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This selection of photographs is presented 
to show how Noskowiak reflected some of the 
major concerns of her generation. Throughout 
the decade she approached the industrial land
scape from a variety of positions and for a variety 
of purposes. The man-made landscape became 
a vehicle which allowed Noskowiak to continue 
to express her own mixture of wit and vitality, 
her own sense of the beauty of form and her 
continually evolving personal vision. 

WILLIAM JOHNSON 

Photographic Archives Librarian 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, ca. 1932. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 22.3 x 16.7 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, ca. 1932. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 24.2 x 19.3 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, ca. 1932. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 22.8 x 19.2 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, 1937. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 18.9 x 24.1 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, 1938. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 19.1 x 24.1 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, 1940. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 24.2 x 19.2 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, ca. 1940. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 24.2 x 19.1 cm. 
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SONYA NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, ca. 1940. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 24.2 x 19.1 cm. 
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SONY A NOSKOWIAK: Untitled, 1941. 

Gelatin Silver Print. 19.2 x 23.9 cm. 
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Videotape Index 
Oral History Library 

� AT ITS OPENING ON MAY 15, 1975, the Center 
'J for Creative Photography began an ever-ex
panding video and audio tape library serving to 
document lectures, workshops, and biographical 
interviews. 

This name index is a listing of the persons 
included on the videotapes of the Center's Oral 
History Library. A full annotated index of the 
videotapes is published as a supplement to this 
publication. The annotated listing makes acces
sible the information and provides brief sum
maries of salient aspects of the material covered. 

In order to open the information housed at 
the Center and to expand its usefulness, an ar
rangement has been made with the International 
Museum of Photography at the George Eastman 
House to house duplicates ( audio portions only) 
of the Center material in exchange for dupli
cates or transcriptions of the IMP's oral history 
archives. Taped material at the Center, when 
properly released, is available for rent subject 
to copyright regulations and restrictions obtain
able through correspondence with the Center. 

The filing system for taped material consists 
of yearly segments and tapes numbered chrono
logically into a linear sequence. Each year begins 
a new set of corresponding numbers (i.e. 75) 
and each tape is labeled with its numerical posi-
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tion in that year's order. Since tapes are one-hour 
cassettes, there are numerous events which re
quire more than one cassette. These tapes are 
numbered sequentially and an indication (i.e. 
1 of 2) directs the viewer on to the next portion 
of the material. 

Momentarily disregarding the informational 
value of the material, video and audio tape (but 
particularly video) offers an immediacy of 
nuance which, in a sense, intimately ties one 
into the moment of a particular situation. The 
"presence" of video, and its direct connection 
with subject and viewer, as well as the awesome 
power of television, unite to form a medium 
virtually unchallengeable in its potential impact. 

Historically, video offers a unique tie to the 
visual and oral inflections of a situation. As pri
mary data - both information and "psychologi
cal" - the taped material could be considered 
in its dual impact, essential information. 

A fellowship from the Polaroid Foundation 
provided the funds which made this annotation 
possible. 

TIMOTHY DRUCKREY 
Timothy Druckrey was the first Polaroid Fellow 

at the Center for Creative Photography. 



Adams, Ansel: dedication of Center for Creative Pho
tography, 75:001-75:002; on himself, 75:004-75:005; 
Ansel Adams Workshop Panel Discussion, 75:012-
75:014; darkroom demonstration, 75:015-75:017; on 
himself, 76:001. 

Bruguiere, Francis: by James Enyeart, 78:018, 78:019, 
78:025. 

Bloch, Ernest: by Lucienne Bloch Dimitroff, 78:015; by 
Ivan Bloch, 78:017. 

Bloch, Ivan: on Ernest Bloch, 78:017. 

Brandt, Bill: by Mark Haworth-Booth, 78:041-78:042. 

Brumfeld, John: on Robert Frank, 78:003-78:004. 

Bullock, Wynn: dedication of Center for Creative Pho-
tography, 75:001-75:002; film about, 78:043. 

Callahan, Harry: on himself, 77:001-77:008, 78:029-
78:039. 

Chappell, Walter: on himself, 76:002-76:004. 

Cohen, Mark: on himself, 77:031-77:032. 

Coke, Van Deren: on himself, 75:003. 

Connor, Linda: on herself, 77:026. 

Cunningham, Imogen: on herself, 76:006. 

Dater, Judy: Ansel Adams Workshop Panel Discussion, 
75:012-75:014; with Jack Welpott, on themselves, 
75:021-75:022; on herself, 77:009. 

Deeks, Noel: on Edward Steichen, 77:018. 

Dimitroff, Lucienne Bloch: on Ernest Bloch, 78:015. 

Enyeart, James: on Francis Bruguiere, 78:018-78:019, 
78:025. 

Flick, Robbert: on himself, 78:001-78:002. 

Frank, Robert: by John Brumfeld, 78:003-78:004. 

Gibson, Ralph: workshop session, 78:022-78:023. 

Gilpin, Laura: on herself, 77:033-77:034. 

Gowin, Emmet: on Frederick Sommer, 77:018-77:019; 
Friends of Photography Workshop Panel Discussion, 
77:024-77:025. 

Haworth-Booth, Mark: on Bill Brandt, 78:041-78:042. 
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Heinecken, Robert: satmc presentation 75:009; Ansel 
Adams Workshop Panel Discussion, 75:012-75:014; 
on himself, 75:023. 

Jay, Bill: on himself, 78:055. 

Johnson, William: group discussion, 78:044-78:045. 

Jones, Harold: dedication of Center for Creative Pho-
tography, 75:001-75:002; on Center for Creative Pho
tography, 77=035. 

Krauss, Rosalind: contemporary criticism, 
78:027-78:028. 

Lambert, Bonnie: on herself, 77:012. 

Landweber, Ellen: Friends of Photography Workshop 
Panel Discussion, 77:024-77:025. 

Locks, Norman: Friends of Photography Workshop 
Panel Discussion, 77:024-77:025; exhibition at Center 
for Creative Photography, 77:027. 

Loengard, John: on himself, 78:040. 

MacGill, Peter: on Norman Locks, 77:027. 

Mandel, Mike: with Larry Sultan, on themselves, 
77=029-77:030. 

McConnell, Dean Robert: on architectural design for 
Center for Creative Photography, 76:005. 

Michals, Duane: on himself, 77:020-77:021; Friends of 
Photography Workshop Panel Discussion, 77:024-
77=025. 

Nameth, Ron: film on Aaron Siskind, 78:071. 

Newhall, Beaumont: on himself, photohistory, 77:010. 

Newman, Arnold: workshop demonstration, Friends of 
Photography Workshop, 77:022-77:023. 

Pitts, Terence: group discussion, 78:044-78:045. 

Rice, Leland: "Kinetic Solutions to Pictorial Problems," 
78:020-78:021. 

Rustin, Arnold: on Minor White, 78:016. 

Schaefer, John P.: dedication of Center for Creative 
Photography, 75:001-75:002; on himself, 77:015; on 
Center for Creative Photography, 77:035. 

Siskind, Aaron: group discussion, 78:044-78:045; on 
himself, 78:048-78:053; film about, 78:071. 



Slavin, Neal: workshop sessions, 78:005-78:006. 

Smith, Henry Holmes: on himself, 78:010-78:012. 

Sommer, Frederick: dedication of Center for Creative 
Photography, 75:001-75:002; on himself, 75:010-
75:on; Ansel Adams Workshop Panel Discussion, 
75:012-75:014; on himself, 75:018-75:020; by Emmet 
Gowin, 77:018-77:019. 

Steichen, Edward: by Noel Deeks, 77:028. 

Steiner, Ralph: on himself, 77:013-77:014. 

Strand, Hazel: on Paul Strand, 78:013-78:014. 

Strand, Paul: by Hazel Strand, 78:013-78:014. 

Sultan, Larry: with Mike Mandel, on themselves, 
77:029-77:030. 

Tice, George: printing workshop, 77:016-77:017; 
Friends of Photography Workshop Panel Discussion, 
77:024-77:025. 

Turner, Peter: group discussion, 78:044-78:045; on 
himself, 78:046-78:047. 
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Tyson, Thomas: film on Wynn Bullock, 78:043. 

Walker, Todd: group discussion, 78:044-78:045; on 
himself, 78:057-78:070. 

Webb, Todd: on himself, 78:056. 

Welpott, Jack: Ansel Adams Workshop Panel Discus
sion, 75:012-75:014; with Judy Dater, on themselves, 
75:021-75:022; on himself, 77:on. 

White, Minor: workshop demonstration, 75:006-
75:007; on himself, 75:008; Ansel Adams Workshop 
Panel Discussion, 75:012-75:014; by Arnold Rustin, 
78:016. 

Witkin, Lee: on himself, 78:007. 

Yavno, Max: on himself, 78:024, 78:054. 

Non-alphabetical entries: 
University of Arizona Darkroom Opening, 78:008-

78:009. 

University Art Department Gallery: "Big Banana" 
Opening, 78:026. 



Acquisitions 

JANUARY THROUGH JUNE, 1978 

� THE FOLLOWING LIST IS A NAME INDEX to 
� research material, primarily photographs and 
correspondence, acquired by the Center during 
the first half of 1978. Future issues will continue 
the semi-annual up-dating of new acquisitions 
and provide indexes to the prior years 1975 to 
1977, thus eventually forming a total name index. 
As with any such list, it is necessary to describe 
what it is and what it isn't, what it includes and 
what it excludes. 

The period represented by this listing is 
January 1 through June 30, 1978 with the ex
ception of a few items listed under the head
ing ALBUMS which were acquired earlier but 
which were not accessioned by the research col
lection until 1978. 

Secondly, it must be understood that there 
are a number of collections and resources within 
the Center and that this index lists the acquisi
tions of but one. It is worthwhile here to deline
ate the other major resources in order to give 
a better idea of the scope of the photographic 
collection and archives indexed below. They are 
the Slide Library, the Oral History Library, the 
Equipment Collection, the Biographical and 
Information File ( vertical file) and the book 
library. Items included in these collections will 
not be found here. 

Finally, a number of items have been ex
cluded from this list which have secondary 
research value or whose research value is not 
communicable through an inventory. This elimi
nates such things as contemporary ephemera 
(posters, exhibitions announcements, etc.) and 
historical ephemera which are used primarily 
as examples of photographic processes or prod
ucts (the average anonymous tintype, unidenti
fied cabinet cards, etc.). While these items have 
a cumulative research value, there is no point 
in including them in a document of this nature. 

The Center will be pleased to provide further 
descriptions of any items in this listing. Space 
has naturally prohibited the itemization of indi
vidual pieces in some of the larger collections. 
Slides and study prints of materials in the Cen
ter's collections are available, dependent upon 
copyright restrictions. 

Compiled by 

TERENCE PITTS 

Curator and Libmrian 

Photographic Archives 

SANDY S CHWARTZ 

Registrar 



ADAMS, ANSEL 

"Monolith, the Face of Half Dome," 1927. 
Gelatin silver print, 37.9 x 27.9 cm. 
Inscribed: "To Albert Bender." 
Gift of Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth C. Smith. 
78:052:001 

Correspondence. 
With Mary Austin, 1928-1933. 
With Albert Bender, 1929-194r. 
With Imogen Cunningham, 1949-1976. 
With David McAlpin, 1937-1977. 
With Dorothy Norman, 1939-1969. 
With Georgia O'Keeffe, 1938-1976. 
With Eliot Porter, 1943-1975. 
With Charles Sheeler, 1933-1965. 
With Alfred Stieglitz, 1933-1946. 
With Paul Strand, 1933-1976. 
With Edward Weston, 1931-1956. 
With Minor White, 1946-1976. 
Ansel Adams Archive. 

Portraits of Ansel Adams. 
A collection of fifty portraits of Ansel Adams by 
different friends and photographers ranging 
from snapshots to formal portraits. 
Not inventoried. 
Ansel Adams Archive. 
78:020:001-050 

Collection of Ansel Adams. 
A collection of seventy-three photographs given to 
or purchased by Ansel Adams. Photographs by 
Philippe Blache, Robert K. Berta, Marion 
Carnahan, Dwight Caswell, Scott Childress, 
Richard Clements, Jr., Barbara Crane, Abe 
Frajndlich, Bernard Freemesser, Marc Gaede, 
Jeff Greenwald, Bob Hagrdol, Robert F. Haiko, 
Kevin Hass, Sandy Hume, Richard Julian, Dale 
Kistemaker, Bob Lindholm, Dick McGraw, 
Igor Pal'min, Brett Weston, Minor White, 
Cedric Wright. 
Ansel Adams Archive. 
78:021 :001-073 

ALBUMS 

Anonymous amateur photographer, 19th century. 
135 photographs of northeastern United States, 
the Great Lakes region and Canada, mostly 
anonymous although some are credited to Clinton 

Johnson ( 1 ), William Notman and Son (5) 
and S. R. Stoddard ( 1 ). 
Purchase. 
76:046:000 

Anonymous amateur photographer, 19th century. 
Fifty-nine albumen photographs of western United 
States and Mexico. 
Purchase. 
78:032:000 

Anonymous amateur photographer, c. I 894-1900. 
141 photographs by a U.S. Infantryman on duty, 
covering Georgia, Florida, Long Island, the 
Mediterranean, the Suez Canal, Ceylon, the 
Philippine Islands, Southeast Asia, and other 
locales. 
Gift of Mrs. Frances Emmons. 
76:061:000 

Cabinet card and carte-de-visite album, 19th 
century. 

Eighty-six photographs of 19th century notables 
from various studios including J. W. Black 
(Boston), Mathew Brady, Elliot and Fry 
(London), Gurney (New York), J. J. Hawes 
(Boston), Loescher and Petsch (Berlin), Mora 
(New York), Numa Blanc Fils (France), Sarony 
(New York), G. K. Warren (Boston), and others. 
Purchase. 
76:047=000 

Carte-de-visite album, 19th century. 
Ten photographs by various studios. 
Gift of Mrs. Frances Emmons. 
76:085:000 

Carte-de-visite and tintype album, 19th century. 
Twenty-four photographs by various Midwestern 
studios. 
Gift of Evelyn Kirmse. 
76:068:000 

The Cruise of the Green Section, 1910. 
Eighty-nine photographs by members of a tour 
by boat and train from Boston to Los Angeles 
to Vancouver to Boston. 
Purchase. 
76:086:000 

AMERICAN SNAPSHOTS 

American Snapshots. 100 photographs by 
anonymous photographers from the book by 



Ken Graves and Mitchell Payne. 
Gelatin silver prints (by Ken Graves) and Type C 
prints. Sizes vary. 
Purchased with the assistance of the National 
Endowment for the Arts. 
78:035:001-roo 

ANONYMOUS 

Autochromes (3), ca. 1910. 
Gift of Mrs. Max W. Rachwalsky. 
76:084:001-003 

Views of San Francisco, 19th century. 
199 photographs and 195 negatives. 
Gift of Ansel and Virginia Adams. 
78:024:001-199 

Austin, Mary. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 

Bender, Albert. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

Berta, Robert K. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Blache, Philippe. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Black, J. W. (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

BLOCH, ERNEST 

The Ernest Bloch Archive. 
Photographs and negatives by Ernest Bloch, 
equipment and memorabilia. Inventory in process. 
Five filing cartons. 
Gift of the Heirs of Ernest Bloch. 

BLUMENFELD, ERWIN 

"Balbec de Proust," 1947. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.0 x 26.6 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:028:001 

"Double Silhouette," 1940 s. 
Gelatin silver print, solarized, 34.7 x 26.8 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:028:005 

"Experiment with Veiled Nude," ca. 1936. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.8 x 25.0 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:028:002 
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"Hat and Mannequin's Leg," early 1950 s. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.8 x 25.9 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:028:004 

"Tapestry in Perspective, Paris," 1937-1938. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.7 x 27.2 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:028:003 

Brady, Mathew (Studio). See ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

BULLOCK, WYNN 

Eight reproduction photographs. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. 
Gift of Mrs. Philip Schneeberger. 
78:005:001-005 

Carnahan, Marion. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection 
of Ansel Adams. 

Caswell, Dwight. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection 
of Ansel Adams. 

Childress, Scott. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Clements, Jr., Richard. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Collection of Ansel Adams. 

CONSTANT, MAURICE 

Seventy-two photographs, 20th century. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. Inventory 
available. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:048:001-072 

Crane, Arnold. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Crane, Barbara. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Cunningham, Imogen. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

CURTIS, EDWARD S. 

Twenty-five photographs of Cheyenne Indian 
subjects, 20th century. 
Cyanotypes. Sizes vary (approx. 14.5 x 19.5 cm.). 
Gift of Manford Magnuson. 
78:003:001-025 

Dahl-Wolfe, Louise. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits 
of Paul Strand. 



Dater, Judy. See: SMALL, HERBERT. Collection of 
Herbert Small. 

DA VIS, F AUREST 

Twenty photographs, 1938-1942. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary ( approx. 
19.4 x 24.4 cm.). 
Gift of Faurest Davis. 
78:031 :001-020 

Deschin, Jacob. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Edy Brothers (Studio). See: WHITMANIANA. 

Elliot and Fry (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047=000 

Engel, Morris. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Fern, Alan. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Frajndlich, Abe. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Franck, Martine. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Freemesser, Bernard. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Collection of Ansel Adams. 

Gaede, Marc. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Gasparini, Paolo. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

GENTHE, ARNOLD 

Six photographs of Chinatown, San Francisco, n.d. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. 
Gift of Ansel and Virginia Adams. 
78:018:001-006 

GILES, WILLIAM 

William Giles, eighteen photographs, 1977. 
Bound portfolio of gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary 
(approx. 11.9 x 9.0 cm.), published by G. Ray 
Hawkins Gallery, Los Angeles. 
Purchase. 
78:006:000 

Graves, Ken. See: AMERICAN SNAPSHOTS. 

Greenwald, Jeff. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Gurney, Jeremiah (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

Gutekunst, F. (Studio). See: WHITMANIANA. 

Hagrdol, Bob. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Haiko, Robert F. 
See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of Ansel Adams. 
See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of Paul Strand. 

Hall, Norman. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Hass, Kevin. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Hawes, J. J. (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

Hirsch, Joe. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Hollyer, Samuel (Studio). See: WHITMANIANA. 

Hume, Sandy. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Johnson, Clinton (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:046:000 

Julian, Richard. See ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Kasebier, Gertrude. See: SMALL, HERBERT. 
Collection of Herbert Small. 

Kistemaker, Dale. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection 
of Ansel Adams. 

KNIGHT, PHILIP 

Negatives and prints, 20th century. 
Gelatin silver proof prints (approx. 123) and 
negatives (approx. 560). Sizes vary. 
Gift of Virginia Adams. 
78:025:000 

LANGE, DOROTHEA 

Four portraits of Ansel Adams, c. 1929-1934. 
Gelatin silver prints by The Oakland Museum. 
Sizes vary. 
Ansel Adams Archive. 
78:007:001-004 

Lazarus, Ruth. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Liebling, Jerome. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 



Lindholm, Bob. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Loescher and Petsch (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

McAlpin, David. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

McGraw, Dick. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Meppiel, Jacqueline. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits 
of Paul Strand. 

Michelle, Marion. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Mishkin (Studio). See: SMALL, HERBERT. 
Collection of Herbert Small. 

Mohr, Jean. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Mora, J. M. (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

Myers, Edna. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

NEWHALL, BEAUMONT 

"Bill Brandt, Photographer," 1952. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.1 x 35.7 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:004 

"Brett Weston, Carmel, California," 1960. 
Gelatin silver print, 35.5 x 27.8 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:003 

"Charis Weston's Typewriter, Carmel, California," 
1940. 
Gelatin silver print, 27.7 x 35.5 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:008 

"Chase National Bank, New York," 1928. 
Gelatin silver print, 28.0 x 27.8 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:011 

"Edward Weston's Kitchen, Carmel, California," 
1940. 
Gelatin silver print, 35.6 x 27.6 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:009 
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"Edwin H. Land, San Francisco," 1953. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.3 x 35.6 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:006 

"Henri Cartier-Bresson, New York," r 946. 
Gelatin silver print, 26.0 x 35.1 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:002 

"Nancy Newhall, New York," 1946. 
Gelatin silver print, 27.8 x 35.7 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:005 

"Self-Portrait at The Museum of Modern Art," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 26.5 x 35.5 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:001 

"On the Square-Rigger Pacific Queen," 1940. 
Gelatin silver print, 35.5 x 25.6 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:010 

"Paul Strand Shopping, Orgeval, France," 1963. 
Gelatin silver print, 23.5 x 35.6 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:030:007 

See also: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

NEWMAN, ARNOLD 

"Jean Arp," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.6 x 17.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:009 

"Brook Atkinson," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.9 x 19.7 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:016 

"Marc Chagall," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.4 x 19.4 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:on 

"Max Ernst," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.5 x 19.2 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:017 



"Chaim & Renee Gross," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.7 x 14.6 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:010 

"David Hare," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.7 x 18.2 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:005 

"Kuniyoshi," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 19.5 x 24.6 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:012 

"Georges Mathieu," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.4 x 19.4 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:015 

"Piet Mondrian," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.6 x 14.1 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:006 

"Noguchi," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.2 x 19.0 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:001 

"O'Keeffe & Stieglitz," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 23.3 x 20.1 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:007 

"Dr. Oppenheimer," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 27.7 x 22.0 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:014 

"Picasso," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.6 x 19.5 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:013 

"Igor Stravinsky," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 13.2 x 24.9 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:008 

"Michel Tapie," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.2 x 19.4 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:003 

"John Hay Whitney," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 23.4 x 19.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:018 

"Boy and His Dog," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 23.0 x 19.5 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:019 

"Man in Church Doorway," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 19.8 x 21.4 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:004 

"Tree and Wall," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 19.7 x 20.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045=002 

"Violins," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 24.4 x 19.2 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:045:020 

Norman, Dorothy. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

Notman & Son, William (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:046:000 

Numa Blanc Fils (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

O'Keeffe, Georgia. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

PAJUNEN, TIMO 

Untitled photograph. 
Gelatin silver print, 20.2 x 30.2 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:023:001 

Untitled photograph. 
Gelatin silver print, 20.2 x 30.2 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:023:002 

Pal'min, Igor. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 

Payne, Mitchell. See: AMERICAN SNAPSHOTS. 

Pearsall, Alva. See: WHITMANIANA. 

Percival, Willa. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 



POLLACK,PETER 

"Aguirre," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.1 x 26.7 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:009 

"Aguirre," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.2 x 26.2 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:006 

"Amoz," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 23.6 x 13.5 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:012 

"Bracho," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.2 x 26.6 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:010 

"Carlos Merida," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.9 x 26.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:001 

"Covarrubias," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.2 x 26.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:008 

"Lozano," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 29.7 x 26.9 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:01 l 

"Mendex," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 34.2 x 26.5 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:004 

"Mora," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.2 x 26.5 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:002 

"O'Higgins," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 26.4 x 33.4 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:005 

"Tamayo," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 26.5 x 33.6 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:003 

"Zalce," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 33.8 x 25.8 cm. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:046:007 

Porter, Eliot. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 

Roberts, Julian. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

RUSTIN, ARNOLD 

Four portraits of Minor White. 
Gelatin silver prints, 23.9 x 19.2 each. 
Gift of Dr. Arnold Rustin. 
78:014:001-004 

Sarony, Napoleon (Studio). 
See: ALBUMS. 76:047:000 
See: WHITMANIANA 

SCHAEFER, JOHN P. 

BAG: Where the Waters Gather. A portfolio of 
fourteen photographs. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. 
Gift of Dr. John P. Schaefer. 

Schooley-Robins, Kathryn. See: SMALL, HERBERT. 
Collection of Herbert Small. 

Sheeler, Charles. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. 
Correspondence. 

SMALL, HERBERT 

Collection of Herbert Small. 
Thirty-five photographs from the Estate of 
Herbert Small, mostly portraits of relatives, 
by various photographers including Mishkin 
Studio, Gertrude Kasebier, Karen Truax, and 
Kathryn Schooley-Robins. 
Gift of the Estate of Herbert Small. 
78:058:000-78:065:ooo 

SOULE PHOTOGRAPH COMPANY 

Twenty photographs of India, 19th century. 
Glass positives (lantern slides). Image sizes vary. 
Anonymous gift. 
78:049:001-020 

STEINER, RALPH 

(untitled), 1929. 
Gelatin silver print, 19.1 x 24.2 cm. 
No. 65 in an edition of 100 from the limited edition 
book A Point of View by Ralph Steiner. 
Purchase. 
78:029:001 



Stieglitz, Alfred. 
See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 
See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of Paul Strand. 

Stoddard, S. R. (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:046:000 

Stoller, Ezra. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Strand, Hazel Kingsbury. See: STRAND, PAUL. 
Portraits of Paul Strand. 

STRAND, PAUL 

The Garden. A portfolio of six photographs. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. 
Purchase. 
78:039:001-006 

Portraits of Paul Strand. A collection of 152 
portraits of Paul Strand by various photographers. 
Gift of Hazel Kingsbury Strand and the Estate of 
Paul Strand. 
78:017:001-152 
(See Acquisitions Highlight, page 32.) 

See also: ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 

TASKER, DAIN L. 

"The Lily - An X-ray," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 30.3 x 23.2 cm. 
Gift of Mrs. Mary Bennett. 
78:027:001 

"Lotus," n.d. 
Gelatin silver print, 30.0 x 24.4 cm. 
Gift of Mrs. Mary Bennett. 
78:027=002 

Tessler, Ted. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Tosi, Virgilio. See: STRAND, PAUL. Portraits of 
Paul Strand. 

Truax, Karen. See: SMALL, HERBERT. Collection of 
Herbert Small. 

VAN DYKE, WILLARD 

"White House, Oakland, California," c. 1933. 
Gelatin silver print, 1 8.2 x 24.0 cm. 
Gift of Willard Van Dyke. 
78:093:001 

WALKER, TODD 

Four untitled photographs, 1969-1970. 
Gelatin silver prints, Sabattier technique. 
Sizes vary. 
Purchase. 
78:054:001-004 

Six untitled photographs, 1971-1978. 
Photo-silkscreens. Sizes vary. 
Purchase. 
78:055:001-006 

Warren, G. K. (Studio). See: ALBUMS. 
76:047:000 

WASHBURN, BRADFORD 

"Approaching Storm, Alaska Range," 1977. 
( Aerial photograph) 
Gelatin silver print, printed by Ansel Adams, 
90.4 X IOI .8 cm. 
Gift of Bradford Washburn and Ansel Adams. 
78:009:002 

"Thunderstorm Overwhelming Mt. McKinley," 
r 977. ( Aerial photograph) 
Gelatin silver print, printed by Ansel Adams, 
75.r x 100.5 cm. 
Gift of Bradford Wash burn and Ansel Adams. 
78:009:003 

"West Face of Mt. McKinley, Alaska," 1977. 
( Aerial photograph) 
Gelatin silver print, printed by Ansel Adams, 
75.1 x 100.5 cm. 
Gift of Bradford Washburn and Ansel Adams. 
78:009:001 

WESTON, BRETT 

"Black Window, Mariposa," 1950. 
Gelatin silver print, 26.4 x 36.4 cm. 
Purchase. 
78:056:001 

See also: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 



WESTON, EDWARD 

Six Nudes of Neil. A portfolio of six photographs, 
1977· 
Palladium prints, 7.3 x 9.8 cm. each. 
Purchase. 
78:001 :001-006 

Negatives. 
Nine negatives from which Six Nudes of Neil 

were made with three variants, 10.4 x 7.9 cm. each. 
Purchase. 
78:002:001-009 

See also: ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 

WHITE, MINOR 

Fifteen untitled photographs of Capitol Reef, 
Utah, c. 1964-1966. 
Gelatin silver prints. Sizes vary. 
Gift of Dr. Arnold Rustin. 
(See Acquisitions Highlight, page 34.) 

See also: 
ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of Ansel Adams. 
ADAMS, ANSEL. Correspondence. 
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WHITMANIANA 

Thirteen photographs, photographic reproductions, 
and engravings after photographs by various 
artists, including Lear, Gutekunst, Edy Brothers, 
Sarony, Alva Pearsall, and Samuel Hollyer. 
Purchase. 
78:004:001-013 

Wright, Cedric. See: ADAMS, ANSEL. Collection of 
Ansel Adams. 



Photographing The Famous: 
Photographers Look At Paul Strand 

� THE MERE PHYSICAL PRESENCE of famous 
'J people is enough to cause a variety of reac
tions; they are the targets of every form of abuse 
and worship and are treated like curiosities, 
oracles, and monuments. Celebrities have been 
pursued by the camera since its invention, in
cluding not only the lens of the professional 
portraitist but also of friends, admirers and 
detractors. To many people Paul Strand was 
famous, and thus he was frequently photo
graphed. Some wanted to memorialize their visit 
with him, some wanted an icon for the home or 
darkroom, and some seem to have taken his pic
ture almost automatically, apparently not quite 
knowing why. Surprisingly few took formal, 
posed portraits. Over the years photographs of 
Paul Strand reading, talking, eating, shopping, 
signing his name, juggling fruit, playing bocci, 
photographing and being photographed accu
mulated in Strand's personal files. 

This collection of 152 photographs of Paul 
Strand, presented to the Center by his wife 
Hazel Kingsbury Strand of the Estate of Paul 
Strand, covers most periods of Strand's life from 
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age 20 until his death in 1976 at the age of 
80. The photographers included are Arnold 
Crane, Louise Dahl-Wolfe, Jacob Deschin, Mor
ris Engel, Alan Fern, Martine Franck, Paolo 
Gasparini, Robert F. Haiko, Normal Hall, Joe 
Hirsch, Ruth Lazarus, Jerome Liebling, Jac
queline Meppiel, Marion Michelle, Jean Mohr, 
Edna Myers, Beaumont Newhall, Willa Perci
val, Julian Roberts, Ezra Stoller, Alfred Stieglitz, 
Hazel Kingsbury Strand, Ted Tessler, and Vir
gilio Tosi, in addition to several unidentified 
individuals. The illustrations (opposite) reflect 
the variety of this collection. 

While the majority of these photographs are 
snapshots or informal documents, the cumula
tive effect of so many different approaches and 
visions is a fascinating resource. The potency of 
such photographs does not necessarily reside in 
the quality or artfulness of the images, but in 
the aura that the photographs have, emanating 
an intimate sense of the immediacy of history. 

TERENCE PITTS 



HAZEL KINGSBURY STRAND: Sag Harbor, 1949. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 12.6 x 12.8 cm. 
78:017=088 

JEAN MOHR: Paul Strand, 1967. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 25.1 x 17.3 cm. 
78:017:028 

MORRIS ENGEL: Paul Strand, ca. 1940 

Gelatin Silver Print. 34.2 x 26.7 cm. 

78:017=018 



A Private Sequence By Minor White 

� FROM 1960 TO 1966 MINOR WHITE directed 
'Y the Interim Photographic Workshop in Port
land, Oregon. During this period White devel
oped an intimate friendship with Dr. Arnold 
Rustin and his wife Jean. Yearly gatherings and 
critiques allowed direct and intense contacts to 
develop over an extended period. The develop
ing relationship with the Workshop carried over 
and allowed a personal relationship to mature 
between the Rustins and White. 

The yearly excursions to Oregon were accom
modated at Rustin's home. In direct response to 
the personal bonds which were formed White 
organized a private photographic sequence of 
fifteen prints which became a gift to the Rustins. 
Recently donated to the Center for Creative Pho
tography, the sequence presents a unique solu
tion to White's method of organization and a 
direct response to his relationship to both pho
tography and his friendship with the Rustins. 
As such the sequence offers a microcosmic set 
of images which reflect his responses to a defined 
group of stimuli. 

Within the various strategies evident in con
temporary photographic aesthetics, the sequen
tial approach of Minor White stands as a major 
force and influence. The notion of developing a 
set of responses challenges the sanctity of the in
dividual image and reveals stylistic concerns of 
narration which expand the traditional idea of 
the single image as revelation. In the confluence 
of the sequence is revealed White's system of 
logic and his relative grasp of the substantive 
events and his plotting of these events into and 
through the transitive stages of his thought. The 
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sequence reveals an ability to make ideological 
relations, and the methodology of the sequence 
indicates his ability to spatialize a temporal set 
of solutions. 

White's hesitant extraversion often set his 
work into densely organized mystical formula
tions. The metaphoric grammar of the method 
of organization frequently offered the sequence 
as a barrier ( or at best a great challenge) to in
terpretation. The very personalness of White's 
experiences and his diligent struggle to transmit 
them at times was resisted by the camera's trans
formations. In that struggle to coherence lies the 
potential success of the sequence. The challenge 
remained: to make compatible White, in his 
fullest ambiguity, the individual image ( con
sidered sacred), and the sequential strategy, 
which would expand or develop a linked body 
of feelings. 

The unique sequence given to the Rustins, 
with its intricate and personal connections, visu
alizes White's responses to a limited range of 
emotions and offers to us a maximum of infor
mation about his response. This visualization, 
metaphoric, frequently unresolved, and often 
therapeutic, brings White to direct confrontation 
with his emotional connections with both the 
subject and the sequential mode. Organizing 
this set of complex visual elements (rather than 
verbalizing them), White presents the Rustins 
with the images of his feelings - a way of touch
ing which distanced one physically. 

TIMOTHY DRUCKREY 



MINOR WHITE: from untitled sequence, ca. 1964. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 18.5 x 32.5 cm. 
78:016:010 

MINOR WHITE: from untitled sequence, ca. 1964. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 23.8 x 30.7 cm. 

78:016:014 

MINOR WHITE: from untitled sequence, ca. 1964. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 28.4 x 20.8 cm. 
78:016:015 

MINOR WHITE: from untitled sequence, ca. 1964. 
Gelatin Silver Print. 21.9 x 31.5 cm. 
78:016:003 



Traveling Exhibitions 

The Center for Creative Photography sponsors six traveling exhibitions drawn 
from its collections. All exhibits are shipped framed and ready for installation, 
including a press packet. One-way transportation and full insurance coverage 
are the responsibility of the renter. Contact the Center for further information. 

ANSEL ADAMS: A SURVEY 
Ansel Adams personally selected this exhibition of forty photographs feeling 
that it represents his long and distinguished career. Rental fee: $500 per 
month. 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE SOUTHWEST: 1928-1968 (Ansel Adams) 
This exhibition of mo images is a landmark for Ansel Adams as it culminates 
forty years of work in the Southwest United States. Rental fee: $1,000 per 
month. 

WYNN BULLOCK 
The exhibit, a retrospective selection of fifty photographs ( 1939-1973) by 
Bullock, includes many of his most well-known nude images, realistic nature 
studies and negative abstractions. Rental fee: $600 per month. 

RALPH GIBSON 
Regarded as a major catalyst in expanding the existing definitions of pho
tography in the 197o's, Gibson's style is characterized by his autobiographical 
vision and his technical treatment of the medium. This exhibit, twenty-six 
black and white photographs, consists of selected images from Gibson's tril
ogy: Somnambulist (1970 ), Deja-Vu (1973), and Days at Sea (1974). Rental 
fee: $250 per month. 

JACK WELPOTT 
An important San Francisco photographer and teacher, Jack Welpott's pho
tographic concerns lie in three major areas: documentary metaphor, land
scape symbolism a_nd portraiture. This fifty-print exhibition is drawn from 
work produced between 1950 and 1978. Rental fee: $250 per month. 

EVIDENCE (Mike Mandel and Larry Sultan) 
Evidence is an exhibition of seventy-nine photographs selected from govern
ment agencies, educational institutions and corporations by Mike Mandel 
and Larry Sultan. "This is not a compilation of photographs that define a 
specific place in time but rather a poetic exploration upon the restructuring 
of imagery," state Mandel and Sultan. Rental fee: $400 per month. 



Publications and Posters 

CENTER FOR CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY 

Issue 1: ALFRED STIEGLITZ: A TALK (March, 1976) 

A transcription of a lecture given by Alfred Stieglitz at the Art Center 
in New York City, December 4, 1922. Original text in the Dorothy 

Norman-Alfred Stieglitz Collection at the Center for Creative Pho

tography. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $1.50. 

Issue 2: WYNNE BULLOCK: AMERICAN LYRIC TENOR 

(September, 1976) 

Photographs and writings from the Wynn Bullock Archive at the 

Center for Creative Photography. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $2.00. 

Issue 3: WESTON TO HAGEMEYER: NEW YORK NOTES 

(November, 1976) 

Texts of letters and notes that Edward Weston wrote to Johan Hage

meyer while Weston was in New York and on the train returning to 

the West Coast during the winter of 1922-23. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $2.00. 

Issue 4: LISETTE MODEL (May, 1977) 

Twenty-six photographs made by Lisette Model during the years 1937 

to 1945. Chronology by Jim McQuaid. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $2.50. 

Issue 5: HENRY HOLMES SMITH: SELECTED CRITICAL ARTICLES 

(October, 1977) 

A collection of seven articles by Henry Holmes Smith. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $3.50. 

Issue 6: ALFRED STIEGLITZ: PHOTOGRAPHS FROM THE 

HERBERT SMALL COLLECTION (April, 1978) 

Twelve photographs by Alfred Stieglitz: ten New York street views 

circa 1896-1899; Postcard of Georgia O'Keeffe, 1918; Snapshot of 

O'Keeffe, Claudia O'Keeffe, Donald Davidson, ca. 1925. Article by 

Peter Bunnell. 

Out of Print. Photocopy available: $2.50. 
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Issue 7/8: AARON SISKIND AND HIS CRITICS, 1946-1966 

(September, 1978) 
An extensive article by Carl Chiarenza about Siskind and his critics. 
Includes 20 photographs by Siskind. 

$5.00 

ANNOTATED INDEX OF VIDEOTAPES: A Supplement to 
Center for Creative Photography, Issue 9. $1.00. 

An annotated index of videotapes in the Oral History Library of the 
Center for Creative Photography made from the Center's inception 
in 1975 to December, 1978. 

$1.00 

CATALOG 
Contemporary Photography in Mexico/9 Photographers $2.00 
Catalog of the exhibition of the same title at the Center for Creative 
Photography August 21 to September 29, 1978. Includes one photo
graph by each of nine photographers in the exhibition: Graciela Itur

bide, Pedro Meyer, Jose Angel Rodrfguez, Jesus Sanchez Uribe, 
Lazaro Blanco, Colette Alvarez Urbajtel, Manuel Alvarez Bravo, 
Rafael Doniz, Antonio Reynoso Castaneda. 

Essay by Rene Verdugo. 

POSTERS 
ANSEL ADAMS 
From the exhibition, Ansel Adams: Photographs of the Southwest 

1928-1968, sponsored by the Center for Creative Photography at the 

University of Arizona Museum of Art, October 8 to November 21, 
1976. $3.5o 

Image: Ansel Adams: "Interior of Tumacacori Mission, Arizona," 
ca. 1952. 

ARIZONA 
From an exhibition at the Arizona Bank Building in Phoenix, Arizona 
prepared by the Center for Creative Photography, October 6 to 
November 4, 1977. $2.00 
Images: Ansel Adams: "Canyon de Chelly National Monument, Ari-

" zona, ca. 1947. 
Frederick Sommer: "Arizona Landscape," 1945. 



FRANCIS J. BRUGUIERE 

From the exhibition, Francis J. Bruguiere, 1879-1945, organized by 

the Friends of Photography and sponsored by the Center for Creative 

Photography, at the University of Arizona Museum of Art, April 23-

May 30, 1978. $3.50 

Image: Francis J. Bruguiere: "Cut-Paper Abstraction," 1927. 

CALLAHAN 

From the exhibition of the work of Harry Callahan organized by the 

Museum of Modern Art and sponsored by the Center for Creative 

Photography at the University of Arizona Museum of Art, September 

IO to October 15, 1978. $3.50 

Image: Harry Callahan: "Chicago," 1960. 

CENTER. 

From the exhibition, Photographs from the Collection of the Center 

for Creative Photography at the University of Arizona Museum of 

Art, September 25 to October 30, 1977. $3.50 

Image: Dr. Harold Edgerton: "Pigeon Rising in Flight," ( n.d.) 

W. EUGENE SMITH 

From the exhibition, A Memorial Exhibition in Honor of W. Eugene 

Smith, Center for Creative Photography, November 12, 1978 to Janu

ary 5, 1979. $5.00/$3.00 students 

Image: W. Eugene Smith: "Schweitzer in Leper Village," 1954. 
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